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Introduction
We reached out to 120 field service leaders in a benchmark survey to gauge the 
health of their mobile initiatives. With more than one-third reporting that they 
have mobilized more than 1,000 workers, they have invested heavily and have a 
real stake in the success of these efforts. 

Here we share the top-line takeaways. Reliable wireless connectivity is one of 
the biggest challenges these enterprises face. We go on to address the role that 
Mobile Performance Management can play in addressing the issues that the 
survey uncovered.

For a complete report on the entire survey and its results:

www.netmotionwireless.com/WBRResearch
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One-third reported that they have 

mobilized more than 1,000 workers.
They have invested heavily and have a  
real stake in the success of these efforts. 
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Multiple Networks  
Are Better Than One.
With 88% of respondents stating they use Wi-Fi networks and 73% using 
broadband networks from the cellular carriers, these enterprises have realized 
that having two (or more) connection types is key. This underscores how 
important connectivity is to the workers’ ability to do their jobs. Workers need  
to be able to connect over whatever networks are available to them, wherever 
the job takes them. And they shouldn’t have to jump through hoops to use 
those connections.

Select all the network options your
field workers are currently using:

88% Wi-Fi Network
73% Broadband Carrier Network

38% Private Network
10% Satellite Network

Mobile Performance Management  

is able to switch automatically between 

networks and persist connections through 

transitions. Workers can continue to access 

and use applications without having to 

repeat logins or otherwise manage their 

connections. In fact, a single login lasts 

through the entire shift.
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Connectivity Is Mission Critical.
Almost half of respondents rank connectivity as the most important element of 
their mobile initiatives. That’s not surprising, with field technicians dependent on 
multiple wireless networks for accessing dispatch instructions, work orders and 
other data they need to complete the job and go on to the next. Connectivity is 
mentioned twice as often as any other choice — including security. These leaders 
have realized that they cannot take reliable connections for granted.

Mobile Performance Management 

keeps connections alive through 

coverage gaps. It simply pauses the 

application session, then resumes 

when the device comes into range 

again. Even when workers are at the 

fringe of coverage areas or encounter 

areas with weak signal, applications 

work exactly as expected so workers 

can focus on their jobs.

Rank the following in order of importance  
to supporting your mobile service strategy:
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Inconsistent Data Service Isn’t 
The Exception. It’s The Rule.
More than half of respondents — 65%, in fact — say that quality of data service 
is a problem for them. When they mention other issues, most are also in some 
way linked to data-service consistency and connection availability. They include 
problems with application performance, a need for frequent logins, poor voice 
and video application experience, and ability to diagnose unknown issues in  
the environment.

Mobile Performance Management accelerates 

and optimizes wireless connections, applying 

compression and other techniques that move 

data traffic with less overhead. This not only cuts 

costs for bandwidth, but makes applications 

more responsive. And Quality-of-Service 

capability gives priority to critical or time-

sensitive traffic, making streaming voice and 

video usable over marginal wireless connections.

65% Quality Of Data Service
50% Application Performance Issues
38% Frequent User Logins
36% Diagnosing Unknown Mobile Issues
36% Poor Voice And Video Applications Experience
34% Excessive Mobile Data Usage
25% Unregulated Application Usage
25% Roaming Within And Between Networks
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does your organization encounter? 
(Check all that apply.)
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When Mobile Is Rolled Out, 
Trouble Tickets Go Up.
Given the issues we’ve already identified, it’s not surprising that the number  
of support trouble tickets spike following a mobile rollout — as reported by  
60 percent of respondents. Once again, connectivity is culprit number one, with 
40 percent saying they get 25 or more tickets per week that are strictly related 
to connectivity issues. Dropped connections are the most-common complaint. 

Mobile Performance Management, with its 

ability to optimize traffic, apply adaptive policies 

to fine-tune the mobile environment, deliver 

visibility into connections and enforce hands-off 

security for workers, simply makes the mobile 

environment work. Workers no longer have 

to worry about managing their connections. 

Enterprises that have implemented the 

technology have seen trouble tickets related  

to connectivity reduced to near-zero.

On average, how many connectivity-related trouble
tickets/complaints do you receive per week?

60%  0-25
21%  25-50

7%  50-75
12%  75+

61% Increase In Trouble Tickets 39% Decrease In Trouble Tickets

Has your IT Department experienced a change in the  
number of trouble tickets as a result of your current  
mobile deployment of devices and apps to field workers?
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Diagnosing Connectivity 
Problems? For Most, It’s A 
Mystery.
While connectivity issues are the most frequently disruptive problem for mobile  
workers, more than half of respondents say they don’t have the tools in place 
to diagnose them. Without the tools, the help desk has to resort to time-
consuming trial-and-error troubleshooting, or drive tests in the field. Or, call  
the device in, with no guarantee that support staff can replicate the problem.

Mobile Performance Management constantly 

gathers information about networks, locations 

and connections, with mapping capability so that 

support personnel can re-trace and re-create 

any history of connection problems. Moreover, 

it can automatically launch diagnostics that 

perform root-cause analysis of problems related 

to signal quality, hardware or software – often 

before the worker is even aware there is  

a problem. 52% Yes 48% No

Can you easily diagnose application  
connectivity challenges?
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See the Difference for Yourself. 
Download our Mobile Performance Management software with a free-trial license,  
and try it for 30 days in your environment.  

www.netmotionsoftware.com/vpn-evaluation/

NetMotion mobile security and performance management software  
accelerates business-critical applications, hybrid networks and mobile devices.  
Thousands of enterprises around the world depend on the company’s solutions  
to deliver network traffic optimization, adaptive policy control, mobile user  
experience management and secure access for their mobile workforces.

NetMotion gives IT decision-makers robust intelligence and control over  
devices, applications and networks to increase operational efficiencies and  
end-user productivity. Visit www.netmotionsoftware.com.


